Bidding for European Masters Athletics Championship

Pursuant to its constitution, By-Laws and other rules of EMA we the undersigned wish to formally bid to conduct the following EMA Championship **Outdoor / Stadia / Indoor** __________________________ in the year _______________ and agree to pay for any visit as outlined below. Letters of support from the organizations below are also enclosed.

**Signatures**

The City/Town (Mayor) __________________________________________

The National Governing Body for athletics ____________________________

The local/regional organisation (LOC) _________________________________

The Masters/Veterans Affiliated Body * ________________________________

* It is requested that the Masters/Veterans Body informs the EMA Regional President of their involvement.

EMA site inspection visits.
Prior to the awarding of the bid: sites bidding to become the host for EMA Championships shall agree to pay all the travel, accommodation, and meals’ costs for three persons designated by EMA to make an inspection visit prior to the awarding of the bid. The LOC shall be responsible for no more than two night's accommodation.

**LOCATION OF THE CHAMPIONSHIPS**
The Championships are to be held in and around the City/Town of __________________________

**Signed by Chair of LOC**

______________________________________________ ________________________________
Signature correspondence (mail address)

City/Town stamp

Please return to EMA President - Kurt KASCHKE, Alte Paßstraße 43 72250 Freudenstadt, GERMANY, e-mail: kurt.kaschke@evaa.ch